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Question: 1 
   
Which resource is required when connecting to your on-premise network from your Virtual Cloud 
Network (VCN) via IPSec VPN or FastConnect? 
Response: 
 
A. Internet Gateway (IGW) 
B. Dynamic Routing Gateway (DRG) 
C. local peering gateway 
D. NAT 
 

Answer: B     
 

Question: 2 
   
You have a shared file system between two web servers by using file storage service (FSS) and you were 
tasked with creating a backup plan for this environment to protect the data placed in the shared file 
system. 
What is the recommended approach to create this backup using FSS features? 
Response: 
 
A. Implement a manual backup job to execute a snapshot of the shared file system. 
B. Implement a cron job to copy data from the shared file system to object storage. 
C. Use the rsync tool to send data from the shared file system to a block volume. 
D. Compress the data that is in the shared file system and copy it to a different folder on the boot 
volume. 
E. Use the rsync tool to send data from the shared file system to a boot volume. 
 

Answer: A     
 

Question: 3 
   
Which three are valid Terraform configuration components? 
Response: 
 
A. variable 
B. region 
C. metadata 
D. instance 



E. resource 
F. data source 
 

Answer: A,E,F     
 

Question: 4 
   
When terminating a compute instance, which statement is true? 
Response: 
 
A. The instance needs to be stopped first, and then terminated. 
B. All block volumes attached to the instance are terminated. 
C. Users can preserve the boot volume associated with the instance. 
D. The boot volume is always deleted. 
 

Answer: C     
 

Question: 5 
   
Your load balancer has a backend set to route incoming traffic to your Compute instances. The backend 
set is a logical entity and it has some mandatory componets. 
Which of the below are mandatory parts of backend set? 
(Choose Three.) 
Response: 
 
A. A list of backend servers. 
B. SSL handling. 
C. Session persistence configuration. 
D. A load balancing policy. 
E. A health check policy. 
 

Answer: A,D,E     
 

Question: 6 
   
Which statement is true about restoring a block volume from block volume backups? 
Response: 
 
A. It can be restored as new volumes to any Availability Domain within the same region. 
B. It must be restored as new volumes to the same Availability Domain on which the original block 
volume backup resides. 
C. It can be restored as new volumes to any Availability Domain across different regions. 



D. It can be restored as new volumes with different sizes from the backups. 
 

Answer: A     
 

Question: 7 
   
You are a network architect of an application running on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI). Your security 
team has informed you about a security patch that needs to be applied immediately to one of the 
backend web servers. 
What should you do to ensure that the OCI load balancer does not forward traffic to this backend server 
during maintenance? 
Response: 
 
A. Edit the security list associated with the subnet to avoid traffic connectivity to this backend server. 
B. Create another OCI load balancer for the backend web servers, which are active and handling traffic. 
C. Stop the load balancer for maintenance and restart the load balancer after the maintenance is 
finished. 
D. Drain all existing connections to this backend server and mark the backend web server offline. 
 

Answer: D     
 

Question: 8 
   
Which two statements are true about subnets within a VCN? 
Response: 
 
A. You can have multiple subnets in an Availability Domain for a given VCN. 
B. Private and Public subnets cannot reside in the same Availability Domain for a given VCN. 
C. Subnets can have their IP addresses overlap with other subnets in another network for a given VCN. 
D. Instances obtain their private IP and the associated security list from their subnets. 
 

Answer: A,D     
 

Question: 9 
   
A boot volume has been detached from an instance in AD1. Which of the following statements are true? 
Response: 
 
A. A compute instance can be created in AD2 using the boot volume in AD1. 
B. A compute instance cannot be created in AD2 using the boot volume in AD1. 
C. The boot volume can be backed up in A1 and restored in AD2 and used to create a compute instance 
in AD2. 



D. The boot volume cannot be moved. 
 

Answer: B,C     
 

Question: 10 
   
Which two statements are true about boot volumes? 
Response: 
 
A. You can delete the boot volume that is currently attached to an instance. 
B. You can detach a boot volume from a running instance. 
C. You can launch another instance by using an unused boot volume. 
D. You can create a backup of boot volumes. 
 

Answer: C,D     
 
 


